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Get prepared to put mental 
well-being on the agenda  
on your ship

Mental well-being is essential when 

you are working on a ship. If crew mem-

bers have mental health issues it often 

leads to work injuries and illnesses.  

In this publication, you will find tools to 

identify the mental well-being of the 

crew on board. But you cannot make 

an actual psychological assessment as 

such, with this tool.

As part of the ship’s management, you 

know that it can be a challenge to spot 

mental issues and to point out exactly 

what is causing them. 

This is why the following pages give 

you tips and tools on how the manage-

ment can put well-being on board on 

the agenda.

You will find useful tools for how you  

– as a leader – can focus on the 

well-being of the individual crew mem-

ber and begin the discussions of mental 

health on board. 
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THE MANAGEMENT´S  
RESPONSIBILITY

As part of the management on board, 

it is part of your responsibility to con-

tinually monitor the mental well-being 

of the crew. And as a leader, you may 

encounter crew members on the vessel 

who are in various mental states. 

A person can have a low level of 

mental well-being such as depression, 

stress, anxiety, sadness, etc.; or a high 

level of mental well-being: feeling joy 

and happiness, etc. 

However, many people’s mental 

well-being is often somewhere in-be-

tween, with a moderate level of mental 

well-being: feeling “more or less okay” 

or “just fine”. 

It is important that people thrive while 

they are at sea. Because no one should 

be in pain – physically nor  mentally - 

while being at work. Research shows 

that people who are not feeling well 

and thriving are potentially less 

efficient, more likely to be involved in 

work injuries, and have a higher risk of 

illnesses.

GET STARTED 
There are several situations on board 

where you have a good opportunity to 

talk about the crew´s mental health.

• During the ship management´s 

handover process.

• During discussions about well-being 

at ship management meetings.

• During discussions about well-being 

at Safety Committee meetings.

• As a part of the day-to-day busi-

ness of the ship, where it is continu-

ously important to focus on how the 

crew is doing.
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THE HANDOVER  
PROCESS

As you know, the captain of the ship 

is the sole person responsible for the 

overall safety and security of a ship and 

its operation. Right from the moment 

the captain steps on board the ship, he 

or she must be extremely particular 

about every aspect related to the ship 

and its operations. 

A proper handover at the captain’s 

level is crucial for the well-being of the 

entire ship and crew. The same applies 

to all officers who act as leaders for 

different departments and crew mem-

bers on board.

In a handover situation, the focus is 

normally on technical and safety issues 

such as the condition of the vessel, but 

perhaps lacks emphasis on the mental 

well-being and condition of the crew.

However, to maintain a good work envi-

ronment and good mental well-being, it 

is also important to discuss the crew’s 

well-being during handover.

ASK QUESTIONS LIKE THESE 
• Are people thriving? 

• How is the atmosphere on board?

• Is there anyone I should pay special 

attention to?

• Did you have any social activities on 

board during the last period?

Based on the information you receive, 

discuss if it is necessary to take any 

action to improve the general mental 

well-being on board or to support 

 specific crew members. 

On page 7 you will find more about 

possible actions. 
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MEETINGS ON BOARD

MANAGEMENT- AND SAFETY  
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Meetings on board are important to en-

sure effective communication and that 

everyone is heard and informed. 

Meetings in the management team 

and the Safety Committee involve 

information, discussions, and decisions. 

It is important that these meetings also 

involve the mental well-being on board.

To help incorporate this topic to your 

meetings, always have a bullet point on 

your agenda called: 

• Mental working environment and 

well-being on board 

This agenda gives you the opportunity 

to discuss questions like:

• How do people thrive? 

• How is the atmosphere on board?  

Is it a ”happy ship”?

• Is there anyone we should pay 

special attention to?

• Do we need to have any (additional) 

social activities on board?

• Do we need to take any special 

actions regarding the mental health 

on board?

TAKE TIME TO PREPARE
When mental well-being is on the agen-

da, you often have to go through vari-

ous topics that may range from minor 

cases of homesickness to more severe 

cases of depression and burnouts. To 

make the most of these meetings, it is 

advisable that you prepare the agenda 

well in advance. Which topics are about 

giving information? For instance, asking 

your Safety Committee to take notice 

of a colleague who may be feeling 

down at the moment.

Which are about discussing a certain 

topic and then making a decision based 

on that? For instance, making decision 

of an action plan for a colleague who 

over a period of time has expressed 

stress symptoms. And which topics are 

only about making a decision? 

Setting a clear frame for the agenda’s 

different items makes the meeting 

more efficient and easier to partici- 

pate in.

 

The Safety Committee shall hold 

 regular meetings as well as extra

ordinary meetings whenever serious 

accidents, serious poisonings, other 

damage to health or serious incidents 

occur which could have led to accidents 

or damage to health.

* Ordinance on safety work in merchant ships (Working environment in ships). BEK no. 846 of 25/06/20218.
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TOOLS FOR MANAGING 
MENTAL WELL-BEING ON 
BOARD 

THE “MENTAL WELL-BEING 
 DIALOGUE TOOL”

THE LLS-TOOL 
(LOOK, LISTEN AND SENSE)

As a responsible member of the ship’s 

management you might find it is neces-

sary to take action after you have been 

observing and talking to crew mem-

bers, or if you have a concern about a 

specific crew member. However, it can 

be difficult to start a dialogue about 

mental health issues and it is therefore 

advisable to apply a structured method 

that allows you to take proper action or 

require additional help if needed. 

To help you get an idea of the mental 

well-being of your employees, use 

these two types of tools on a regular 

basis: 

The first step is to use The Look,  
Listen and Sense tool (LLS-tool). 

Depending on the outcome of the 

LLS-tool (your mapping of the mental 

well-being of the crew member), you 

may also find it beneficial to use the 

“Mental Well-being Dialogue Tool”. 
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THE LOOK, LISTEN  
AND SENSE TOOL 
AND HOW TO USE IT 

When using The Look, Listen and Sense 

tool (LLS-tool), the ultimate way to 

gain knowledge about other people is 

using your eyes, ears, and other senses. 

In other words: use your ability to ob-

serve and let that help you assess the 

crew members. 

Walk around the vessel and look for 

indicators of lack of mental well-being 

among crew members. To keep track of 

your observations and to help consider 

any further actions you should use the 

following page with tick boxes.  

If you have ticked two or more tick- 

boxes in the LLS -Tool that indicate low 

mental well-being of a crew member, 

you should consider proceeding to “The 

Mental Well-being Dialogue Tool”. 
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USING THE LLS-TOOL

• By listening to, talking to, and observing the crew members, you should be able to assess and tick the boxes  
for each individual crew member you meet.

• The tool has four topics with six important mental health indicators for each:
 -  3 indicators for each dimension indicating low mental well-being
 -  3 indicators for each dimension indicating high mental well-being

TICK ALL BOXES THAT APPLY

YOU CAN FIND THE LLS-TOOL IN APPENDIX 1

This document is confidential and should be handled with discretion. 

Low mental well-being indicators High mental well-being indicators

1. Engagement in the work
■  Lack of efficiency
■  Unfocused
■  Insecure/lack of self-confidence

Engagement in the work
■  Efficient
■  Focused
■  Self-confident

2. Communication and cooperation with others
■  Agressive or a bit snappish
■  Mood changes
■  Forgetful

Communication and cooperation with others
■  Sociable
■  Stable mood
■  Good memory

3. Engagement in social activities
■  Withdraws from coffee breaks/eats alone
■  Always stays in the cabin outside work hours
■  Does not interact with others

Engagement in social activities
■  Participates in coffee breaks/eats with the group
■  Participates in after-work activities on board
■  Conducts informal talks

4. Personal appearance
■  Looks tired
■  Has signs of being in pain
■  Unkempt

Personal appearance
■  Looks well rested
■  Appears healthy
■  Well-groomed
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU  
HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT  
A CREW MEMBER

If you have ticked two or more tick- 

boxes in The Look, Listen and Sense 

tool that indicate a crew member has 

low mental well-being, you should ap-

proach the crew member and ask if you 

can have a talk. For this conversation, 

we encourage you to make use of “The 

Mental Well-being Dialogue Tool” in the 

following pages for help and inspiration. 

This tool helps you get a better 

understanding of the person’s mental 

well-being.

If the LLS-tool does not show any signs 

of low mental well-being (meaning 

less than two “low mental well-being 

indicator boxes” have been ticked), the 

mapping stops for now.

REMEMBER THAT MENTAL 
WELL-BEING IS AN ON-GOING 
PROCESS
Make sure that you regulary evaluate 

the crew member to ensure that he or 

she is doing fine. 
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THE “MENTAL WELL-BEING  
DIALOGUE TOOL” 
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THE “MENTAL WELL- 
BEING DIALOGUE TOOL” 

Now that you have noticed a crew 

member that shows signs of low 

mental well-being, it is time to make 

use of the dialogue tool. This can make 

it a little easier for you to begin the 

conversation.  

Start by handing out the “The Self- 

Assessment Dialogue Tool” (appen-

dix 2) to the crew member, explain to 

the crew member what is going to hap-

pen and why. Ensure it is clear that this 

is a caring process and not an attack. 

Give the crew member some time to fill 

out the handout alone. 

If you believe that the crew member 

has a good connection with another 

officer on board who is better suited 

to have a confidential conversation 

with the crew member, you should 

consider letting the officer carry out the 

dialogue. It is important that trust can 

be created.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE DIALOGUE 
– CREATE A GOOD SETTING
• Sufficient time should be available  

(5 minutes is most likely not enough). 

• Ideally there should be no distur-

bances (e.g. phone, radio, colleagues).

• Consider meeting on a neutral/in-

formal location (where you both feel 

comfortable).  

• Serve water/soft drinks/fruit etc.  

(it sends a signal that you care).

• Bring tissues (just in case this is 

needed).      

STEP 1: SET THE FRAME

MENTAL  
WELL-BEING  

DIALOGUE  
TOOL
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LET THE DIALOGUE BE  
THE KEY TO FINDING OUT  
WHAT IS GOING ON

With reference to the LLS-tool map-

ping, you should describe and show 

what you have seen, heard, and sensed. 

You can use sentences that start with:

• I have seen that …

• I have heard that ...

• I have observed that … 

Example: I have observed that you 
rarely eat together with the rest of the 
crew. Is anything worrying you that 
makes you withdraw from the group?

This will give you the chance to learn 

more about the person. Show the crew 

member your observations on your 

assessment sheet and get the crew 

member to show his/her self-assess-

STEP 2: INITIATE THE DIALOGUE

ment from the handout. From the 

two assessments, you have a good 

foundation for the dialogue. In this 

way, you can see if you agree on some 

of the observations and you can talk 

about how come it is like that. It will 

also make the possible inconsistencies 

in the assessments more visual and 

easier to talk about.

MENTAL  
WELL-BEING  

DIALOGUE  
TOOL
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ASK QUESTIONS  
TO GET TO KNOW  
MORE 

If the person reports problems, you 
can get an even better understand-
ing of the situation by asking ques-
tions such as:

• How often have you been/does it 

happen that …?

• To what degree do you feel …?  

(Lonely, stressed, excluded, exhaust-

ed, etc.)

• When did it start?

• Who is involved?

• Do you experience it all the time or 

only in specific situations?

• How big a problem do you consider  

it to be?

• Is it easy or difficult to solve/fix?

Having identified the underlying  
reason(s), you should then ask how 
to help and assist the person.  
Helpful questions could be:

• How can I assist you?

• Can other people help/assist?

• What can you do yourself?

• What do you suggest?

• What do you need?

In order to understand how much the 
person is affected by their current 
situation, you can ask the following 
questions:

• How much of the time during the last 

two weeks have you been content 

and in a good mood?

• How much of the time during the last 

two weeks have you felt calm and 

relaxed?     

• How much of the time during the last 

two weeks have you felt active and 

energetic? 

• How much of the time during the 

last two weeks have you woken up 

refreshed?

STEP 3: FOLLOW UP

MENTAL  
WELL-BEING  

DIALOGUE  
TOOL
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NEXT STEP

If you – based on your dialogue – con-

clude that the person is okay and that 

the “low mental well-being indicators” 

have a minor and temporary cause and 

can be solved quite easily, then you can 

help find solutions for the issues, if he/

she cannot fix them by themself, and 

follow up with the person on a regular 

basis.  

However, if you – based on the dialogue 

– conclude that this person is not okay, 

you should decide which actions to 

take.

TAKING ACTION: WHAT CAN YOU DO 
IF THERE IS A NEED FOR ADDITION-
AL HELP?

Based on the information you get from 

your dialogue; you can take various 

actions. You may find that there are 

issues that take place on board the ship 

and among colleagues, such as bullying 

and harassment. In cases like these, we 

urge you to make use of our learning 

tools, reach out to SEA HEALTH & 

WELFARE or to the shipping company 

for counselling.

 

You may also find that the situation 

requires immediate external help. In 

cases like this; 

• Ask if the person is at risk of doing 

harm to himself/herself or other people.

• Seek help and advice in the Mental 

Health Toolbox and the Medical Guide 

for Seafarers. 

• Seek professional help and assistance. 

For instance: 

• Radio Medical, SEA HEALTH & 

 WELFARE´s HELPLINE, ISWAN 

 SEA FARER HELP. 

OR YOU CAN
• Ask the shipping company if there is 

any psychologist or health specialist 

assigned to the company who can help.

• Ask the seafarer to contact his or her 

own doctor.

• Ask the seafarer if he/she has a health 

insurance or pension agreement which 

offers psychological therapy.

Remember to inform the management 

team and your reliever about the general 

situation on board, safeguarding any 

confidential dialogue between you and a 

crew member.

HELPLINES 

SEA HEALTH & WELFARE
+45 6015 5824 

helpline@shw.dk

ISWAN
+44 20 7323 2737

help@seafarerhelp.org

RADIO MEDICAL 
+45 7545 6766 

rmd@rsyd.dk
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• By listening to, talking to, and observing the crew members, you should be able to assess and tick the boxes  
for each individual crew member you meet.

• The tool has four topics with six important mental health indicators for each:
 -  3 indicators for each dimension indicating low mental well-being
 -  3 indicators for each dimension indicating high mental well-being

TICK ALL BOXES THAT APPLY

This document is confidential and should be handled with discretion. 

Low mental well-being indicators High mental well-being indicators

1. Engagement in the work
■  Lack of efficiency
■  Unfocused
■  Insecure/lack of self-confidence

Engagement in the work
■  Efficient
■  Focused
■  Self-confident

2. Communication and cooperation with others
■  Agressive or a bit snappish
■  Mood changes
■  Forgetful

Communication and cooperation with others
■  Sociable
■  Stable mood
■  Good memory

3. Engagement in social activities
■  Withdraws from coffee breaks/eats alone
■  Always stays in the cabin outside work hours
■  Does not interact with others

Engagement in social activities
■  Participates in coffee breaks/eats with the group
■  Participates in after-work activities on board
■  Conducts informal talks

4. Personal appearance
■  Looks tired
■  Has signs of being in pain
■  Unkempt

Personal appearance
■  Looks well rested
■  Appears healthy
■  Well-groomed

APPENDIX 1 

LOOK, LISTEN  
AND SENSE TOOL
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HOW ARE YOU? APPENDIX 2 

1. Why we are doing this
Because we care about you and we want our seafarers to be healthy and 

happy on our ship. If our seafarers suffer from depression, stress and anxiety, there is 

a higher risk of incidents and illnesses on board. If you are not feeling well mentally 

it can lead to different types of reactions such as headaches, stomach problems, 

nausea, anxiety, concentration problems, despair, insomnia, isolation, depression, and 

cardiovascular diseases. We want to avoid this.

2. What we talk about is between you and me
This conversation is solely between you and me. The Self-assessment tool 

that you will fill in will not be filed anywhere. Our conversation is strictly confidential. 

This means that none of the other crew members nor the shipping  company will get 

to know anything without your permission. 

3. Fill out the “Self-assessment tool”
Take a few minutes to fill out the “Self-assessment tool” and bring it with you 

when we meet. 

4. Let’s talk 
You and I will have a dialogue where we talk about your self-assessment. 

We will talk about your answers and comments, and my observations, and see if we 

have the same perception. We will talk about if you are okay, and if not, we will find a 

solution to help you.

5. Let’s figure out what can be done 
If we find out that you need help or support, then the two of us will look into 

our options to change the  situation and help you feel better. Together, we will talk 

about the best solution for you. 

Remember that the goal is for our seafarers to be healthy and happy on board, and 

any actions will pursue this goal.
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APPENDIX 2 SELF-ASSESSMENT  
TOOL

Disagree Agree

I enjoy working with my colleagues 

I am generally in a good mood

I feel I am good at remembering things like agreements with colleagues

I enjoy spending my coffee and lunch breaks with my colleagues 

I enjoy spending time with my colleagues after work hours

I like to have conversations with my colleagues

I generally feel rested and energized 

I feel good in my body without pain and discomfort 

I feel I am taking care of myself and my appearance

I feel I am able to do a good job when I am at work

I feel I am able to focus when I am working 

I feel confident in the way I solve my tasks 

Comments:
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